COAL POWERS CHINA
while the West waits for Winds to blow
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While the West wages war on coal, hydro-carbons power China’s industrial and
military might.
China uses massive amounts of coal to generate electricity, smelt metals and
manufacture cement - they generate almost twice as much electricity as the USA,
and two thirds of that is coal-powered.
In China, wind power is a token 5% (probably earning carbon offsets from western
shysters). But the stop-start power from wind/solar is not allowed to interrupt reliable
base-load generators like coal.
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In Australia, wind and solar are promoted, protected and subsidised. Their variable
output requires quick-start electricity from gas, hydro or batteries to maintain supply.
And the sudden surges of power from wind and solar send short-term electricity
prices so low that steady reliable generators like coal become unprofitable. They will
close prematurely.

Once the coal generators are gone, what will keep the Australian electricity flowing
when wind and solar fail? Zillion-dollar batteries may help for an hour or so, but what
then carries the load AND recharges the batteries? Prepare for blackouts and
electricity rationing.
It is a green fantasy to expect cheap reliable power from wind-solar.
And only UN climateers could believe that China will cap coal usage any time soon.
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Read More?
China Loves Coal more than Wind:
https://saltbushclub.com/2021/01/12/china-loves-coal-more-than-wind/
Electricity generation in China:
https://www.iea.org/data-andstatistics?country=CHINA&fuel=Energy%20supply&indicator=ElecGenByFuel
U.S. electricity generation by energy source:
https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=427&t=3
South Australia’s big battery cost:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-09-27/tesla-battery-cost-revealed-two-years-afterblackout/10310680
The Green Road to Blackouts:
https://saltbushclub.com/2020/09/01/green-road-to-blackouts/
More Billion dollar Batteries for Australia:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-01-12/largest-battery-in-australia-to-be-built-at-nsw-coalfired-plant/13050642
After Wind Speeds Dropped, UK Electricity Prices Rose 10,000%:
https://climatechangedispatch.com/wind-speeds-dropped-uk-electricity-prices-rose/

